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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new attack for block ciphers by
applying the well known time-memory-data (TMD) trade-off to plaintext
recovery attack (PRA), thus creating two new schemes: TMD-PRA-I and
TMD-PRA-II. Compared with the traditional trade-off attacks, these two
schemes possess several robust properties which can greatly increase the
success probability and enhance the process of analysis. We also evaluate
the performance of our schemes by applying them to several block ciphers
like DES, Triple-DES, Skipjack and AES. Results show that they have
favourable performance especially when the key size is larger than the
block size, which gives us a reminder that PRA based on TMD trade-off
should be considered when designing a new cryptographic scheme.

Keywords: time-memory trade-off, time-memory-data trade-off, plain-
text recovery attack.

1 Introduction

Many cryptanalytic problems can be solved in theory using an exhaustive search
in the key space, but are still hard to solve in practice because each new instance
of the problem requires to restart the process from scratch. The basic idea of
a time-memory trade-off (TMTO) is to find a trade-off between the exhaustive
search and the exhaustive storage. It carries out an exhaustive search once for
all such that following instances of the problem become easier to solve.

The technique of TMTO was firstly introduced by Hellman [8] in 1980. It is a
chosen plaintext attack which applies TMTO to the one-way function mapping
the keyspace to the cipherspace by encrypting a fixed known message using a
block cipher. Since then, many of its extensions[7,5,10] and variants[4,1,6] have
appeared. All these TMTOs focus on inverting a one-way function at a single
data point. Biryukov and Shamir [3] stated that multiple data can be combined
with Hellman’s tradeoff, resulting in a time-memory-data (TMD) trade-offs for
stream ciphers. Later, Biryukov and Mukhopadhyay [2] found that the usual
TMD tradeoff attack on stream ciphers can be considered to be a time-memory-
key trade-off (BS-TMD) attack on block ciphers. This attack applies to the
situation where the goal of the attacker is to obtain one out of many possible
keys.
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In this paper, we attempt to shift the attack target of the traditional TMTO
from key recovery to plaintext recovery for block ciphers and observe a potential
one-way function which maps plaintext space to ciphertext space, thus proposing
a new application of TMTO by applying TMD trade-off to plaintext recovery
attack (PRA). Compared with the traditional TMD attack, we prove that the
precomputed tables in the new application have several robust properties (i.e. no
false alarms and no merges), which can greatly increase the success probability
and accelerate the process of attack. Through the comparison with BS-TMD
attack on several specific block ciphers (i.e. DES, Triple-DES, Skipjack and
AES), we found that our new attack is appropriate for an infrequently changing
key scenario and has better performance when key size is larger than block size.
It should be classified to the fixed key attacks which prove to be more practical
than the variable key attacks which BS-TMD attack belongs to. Furthermore,
our results show that it does not make sense to increase the key size without a
corresponding increase of the block size.

The paper is organized as follows. Some basic TMDmethodologies are given in
Section 2. We present the formal definitions and algorithms of our new schemes
in Section 3. Section 4 identifies the coverage rate and trade-off complexity of our
new schemes. Performance evaluation is provided in Section 5. Conclusions are
in Section 6. Before we proceed, we give the general notations of the parameters
below:

– N : denotes the searching space.
– m : denotes the number of chains in a single table.
– t : denotes the chain length.
– r : denotes the number of tables.
– f : denotes a one-way function.
– P : denotes the plaintext space.
– C : denotes the ciphertext space.
– K : denotes the key space.
– T : denotes the time complexity in the online stage.
– M : denotes the memory requirement of trade-off method.
– D : denotes the size of ciphertexts the attacker have obtained.
– E : denotes the time complexity in the offline stage.

2 Time-Memory-Data Trade-Off Methodology

The encryption algorithm of a block cipher can be treated as an one-way function
fp = f(·, p) maping K to C, where p is a fixed known plaintext. Given some
ciphertext c ∈ C, the goal of the attacker is to invert this function to get the
corresponding encryption key, while keeping the complexity as low as possible.
The BS-TMD attack consists of two stages: an one-time offline stage followed
by an online stage. In the offline stage, a set of tables are prepared covering
N/D of the domain points. We randomly choose m distinct keys k01 , k

0
2, ..., k

0
m

and compute each key iteratively by using a compound function Fi = ri ◦ fp,
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where ri is called reduction function which maps C to K and ◦ means function
composition. The precomputation of the i-th (1 ≤ i ≤ r) table is as follows.

SP i
1 = k01

Fi−→ k11 · · · Fi−→ kt1 = EP i
1

SP i
2 = k02

Fi−→ k12 · · · Fi−→ kt2 = EP i
2

...
...

SP i
m = k0m

Fi−→ k1m · · · Fi−→ ktm = EP i
m

where SP i
j and EP i

j represent the starting point and the ending point in the
j-th chain of the i-th table respectively, ksj is the domain point (key), 1 ≤ j ≤
m, 0 ≤ s ≤ t. We only store (SP i

1, EP i
1), (SP

i
2 , EP i

2),...,(SP
i
m, EP i

m) and sort
these pairs with respect to ending points.

In the online stage, we look for the pre-image in all the tables for each data
point cj (1 ≤ j ≤ D). This process is similar to Hellman’s TMTO. The com-
plexity of the online analysis requires a total of t applications of fp and t table
look-ups for each table and each data point. In order to minimize the waste of
table coverage due to birthday collisions, the proper choice of m and t would typ-
ically satisfy N = mt2 and N/D domain points need to be covered. Therefore,
we need r = t/D tables of each size m × t corresponding to different functions
Fi (1 ≤ i ≤ r). Hence memory requirement is M = rm = mt/D entries and the
online cost for all the D data points is T = t × t/D × D = t2, resulting in a
tradeoff formula N2 = TM2D2, 1 ≤ D2 < T, E = N/D. More details can be
found in [3,2].

3 Apply Time-Memory-Data Trade-Off to PRA

In this section, we will describe the details of our new attacks and propose two
PRA schemes of TMD-PRA-I and TMD-PRA-II based on TMD attack. First,
we will propose some basic assumptions here.

Generally speaking, encryption algorithm of a block cipher can be treated as a
one-way function. Given the encryption key k, plaintext x and the corresponding
ciphertext y, we have f(k, x) = y. f is one-to-one mapping, that is to say when
k is fixed, given any plaintext x ∈ P , we can only get one ciphertext y ∈ C
satisfying f(k, x) = y and given any ciphertext y ∈ C, there is only one preimage
x ∈ P satisfying f−1(k, y) = x. We always denote f as the keyed one-to-one
mapping f(k, ·) hereafter.

We assume that the attacker can access to an encryption oracleOf of the block
cipher. He can query any plaintext to Of and Of will return the corresponding
ciphertext. Given D ciphertexts which are the results of the different plaintexts
encrypted by a block cipher under a fixed key, his target is to recovery these
plaintexts as more as possible. We also assume that the size of plaintext space
is same to that of ciphertext space, namely |P | = |C| = N = 2n (n is the block
size).
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3.1 TMD-PRA-I

TMD-PRA-I directly treats the encryption oracle as the iterative function F to
precompute a ciphertext table which is different from the classic key table in
traditional TMTO. We randomly choose m distinct plaintexts: c01, c

0
2, ..., c

0
m in

P and precompute as follows.

SP1 = c01
F−→ c11

F−→ c21 · · · F−→ ct1 = EP1

SP2 = c02
F−→ c12

F−→ c22 · · · F−→ ct2 = EP2

...
...

SPm = c0m
F−→ c1m

F−→ c2m · · · F−→ ctm = EPm

We only store (SP1, EP1), (SP2, EP2),..., (SPm, EPm) and sort these pairs with
respect to the ending points. The online stage is similar to the procedure of
Hellman’s TMTO. However, we will prove that no false alarm will occur in the
process of the online analysis in TMD-PRA-I.

Proposition 1. If f is an one-to-one mapping and |P | = |C| = N , no false
alarm will occur in the process of online analysis in TMD-PRA-I.

Proof. Suppose that a false alarm occurred in the online stage, that is to say,
we have applied the iterative function F to the given ciphertext y for k (1 ≤
k ≤ t− 1) times and the online chain is y

F−→ y1
F−→ y2 · · · F−→ yk, we find

a matching ending point EPi = cti = yk (1 ≤ i ≤ m) and the online chain
merged with the chain which we reconstruct from the corresponding starting
point SPi = c0i . Suppose the merging point is yq (1 ≤ q ≤ k) for online chain
and csi (t−k+1 ≤ s ≤ t) for the reconstruted chain, thus we have csi = yq, that is
F (cs−1

i ) = F (yq−1), according to the definition of F , we derive f(cs−1
i ) = f(yq−1)

where cs−1
i �= yq−1. In this way, ciphertext yq (or csi ) will be decrypted to two

different plaintexts (cs−1
i and yq−1), which is contradictious to the assumption

that f is an one-to-one mapping. Consequently, no false alarm will occur during
online analysis. �

We can easily know that the online analysis time of TMD-PRA-I is same to
that of Hellman’s method. However, there is no false alarm in TMD-PRA-I,
thus its performance is better, since Hellman [8] points out that the expected
computation due to false alarms increases the expected computation by at most
50 percent. There may exist many overlap sectors among the chains of a single
ciphertext table. To release this problem, we present another scheme in the
following section.

3.2 TMD-PRA-II

Based on TMD-PRA-I, we introduce t different permutations:P1, P2, ..., Pt de-
fined on ciphertext space {z|z ∈ Z, 0 ≤ z ≤ N − 1} and redefine iterative func-
tion as Fj = Pj ◦ f , 1 ≤ j ≤ t. The offline stage of TMD-PRA-II is as follows.
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SP1 = c01
F1−→ c11

F2−→ c21 · · · Ft−→ ct1 = EP1

SP2 = c02
F1−→ c12

F2−→ c22 · · · Ft−→ ct2 = EP2

...
...

SPm = c0m
F1−→ c1m

F2−→ c2m · · · Ft−→ ctm = EPm

In this way, the chain will not enter into a loop and overlap sectors among
different chains will not exist. There may exist collisions among chains, but
these collisions will not lead to merges or loops. The online stage is similar to
the rainbow attack [10]. The total number of calculations we have to make is thus
t(t−1)

2 which is half as much as TMD-PRA-I. In the rainbow table, merge only
occur when collisions occurred in the same column and collisions of different
columns will not lead to merge. We will prove that there is no merge even if
collisions occurred in the same column of the ciphertext table.

Proposition 2. If f is an one-to-one mapping and |P | = |C| = N , then no
merge will occur in the ciphertext table of TMD-PRA-II.

Proof. please see the details of the proof in the full version. �

Proposition 2 states that ciphertext table of TMD-PRA-II is born to be a per-
fect table, which needs no additional computations to deal with the merged
chains. Hence it has higher coverage rate than rainbow table. Collision of dif-
ferent columns may occur, but it only leads to a cross point instead of merge.
Based on Proposition 2, we can easily get a corollary:

Corollary 1. If f is an one-to-one mapping and |P | = |C| = N , no false alarm
will occur in the process of the online analysis in TMD-PRA-II.

Corollary 1 states that TMD-PRA-II is more efficient than the rainbow attack
in the online stage, since it need no additional computations to due with false
alarms.

4 Success Probability and Trade-Off Complexity

In this section, we will present a rigorous analysis on the time complexities,
memory requirements and success probabilities of TMD-PRA-I and TMD-PRA-
II respectively.

4.1 Success Probability of TMD-PRA-I

The ciphertext table of TMD-PRA-I is a matrix of m × t. For each 0 ≤ k < t,
let mI

k denote the number of distinct entries appearing in the k-th column,

which has not appeared in any of the previous columns and Hk = {cji |1 ≤ i ≤
m, 0 ≤ j ≤ k} denotes the set of distinct ciphertexts in the sub matrix of m× k.
Therefore, mI

k = |Hk \Hk−1| and let pIk = mI
k/N denote the proportion of the
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distinct ciphertexts in the k-th column. Suppose we choose mI
0 = m distinct

starting points, then pI0 = m/N and the relationship between mI
k+1 and mI

k can

be written as mI
k+1 = (1−∑k

j=0 p
I
j)m

I
k, or equivalently pIk+1 = (1−∑k

j=0 p
I
j )p

I
k.

Now, we denote sIk =
∑k−1

j=0 p
I
j and sI1 = pI0 = m/N . By the definition of sIk, the

expected coverage rate of a single ciphertext table can be written as CI = N
mts

I
t ,

hence the coverage rate for all t (t ≥ 1) tables can be written as

C∗
I = 1− (1− sIt )

t. (1)

Under the matrix stopping rule of mt2 = N [3], the simulation results of C∗
I are

listed in the Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation results of C∗
I

(m, t) C∗
I

(222, 24) 58.68%
(214, 28) 57.79%
(210, 210) 57.74%
(26, 212) 57.73%

N = 230,mt2 = N

From the Table 1, we see that the coverage rate of a single ciphertext table
is approximately 86.1%, which is very close to the results of a single Hellman
table [9].

4.2 Success Probability of TMD-PRA-II

We will create one ciphertext table withmt rows and t columns. For each 0 ≤ k <
t, let mII

k denote the number of distinct entries appearing in the k-th column,
which has not appeared in any of the previous columns. Let pIIk = mII

k /N denote
the proportion of the distinct ciphertexts in the k-th column. Suppose we choose
mII

0 = mt distinct starting points, then pII0 = mt/N and mII
k can be written

as mII
k = (1 −∑k

j=0 p
II
j )mt, or equivalently, pIIk = (1 −∑k

j=0 p
II
j )pII0 . Now, we

denote sIIk =
∑k−1

j=0 p
II
j and sII1 = pII0 = mt/N . By the definition of sIk, the

expected coverage rate of the precomputed table is CII = N
mt2 s

II
t . Under the

matrix stopping rule of mt2 = N , we denote CR as the coverage rate of a single
rainbow table. The simulation results of CII and CR are listed in the Table 2.

From Table 2, it is obvious that the success probability of TMD-PRA-II is
higher than that of rainbow table, since there is no merged chains in the ci-
phertext table as we have specified in the proposition 3. Furthermore, success
probability of TMD-PRA-II is higher that that of TMD-PRA-I (i.e. suppose
(m, t) = (210, 210), CII = 63.23% which is higher than C∗

I = 57.74%), since any
chain will not enter into a loop and there are no overlap sectors among chains
in TMD-PRA-II.
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Table 2. Comparison between CII and CR

(m, t) CII CR

(222, 24) 64.39% 56.93%
(214, 28) 63.28% 55.64%
(210, 210) 63.23% 55.58%
(26, 212) 63.22% 55.56%

N = 230,mt2 = N

4.3 Time Complexity of the Online Stage and Memory
Requirement

According to the matrix stopping rule of mt2 = N . Given E = N
D , we generate

r = t
D (D ≤ t) tables, each of which contains m rows and t columns for TMD-

PRA-I and produce one table which contains mt
D rows and t columns for TMD-

PRA-II. The time complexity of the online stage can be divided into two parts:
one for the function calculations, another for the table look-ups. According to the
descriptions of the online stage in section 3, both function calculations and table
look-ups of TMD-PRA-I are O(t2), function calculations and table look-ups of

TMD-PRA-II are O( t
2D
2 ) and O(tD) respectively.

Memory requirement is measured by the number of entries, each of which
contains one starting point and one ending point. For TMD-PRA-I, there are m
chains in each of the t

D tables, the memory requirement is thus mt
D entries. For

TMD-PRA-II, there are one table which contains mt
D chains, hence the memory

requirement is also mt
D .

4.4 Trade-Off Curve

We assume that the function calculations dominate the online cost for both
TMD-PRA-I and TMD-PRA-II and we will ignore the factor of two in the func-
tion calculations of TMD-PRA-II, since it does not significantly affect
the analysis. The cost of table look-ups can be greatly reduced by considering
the distinguished point method of Rivest [5]. From the previous analysis of Sec-
tion 4.3, trade-off curves of TMD-PRA-I and TMD-PRA-II are TI(MID)2 = N2

and TIIM
2
IID = N2 respectively. Therefore, trade-off curve of TMD-PRA-II is

inferior to that of TMD-PRA-I. For example, given |P | = |C| = N = 248, we

can choose (TI ,MI , D) = (N
2
3 , N

1
3 , N

1
3 ) = (232, 216, 216) and (TII ,MII , D) =

(N
2
3 , N

1
3 , N

2
3 ) = (232, 216, 232). This indicates that TMD-PRA-II requires more

ciphertexts in order to keep the same analysis cost and memory requirement as
TMD-PRA-I.
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5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we propose a detailed evaluation on the performance of our
attacks by applying them on various block ciphers. The results are listed in the
following table 3.

Table 3. Comparisons of TMD-PRA-I on various block ciphers

Block Cipher (|K|,|C|) Ciphertexts(D) Time(T) Memory(M) Preprocessing(E)

DES (56,64) 216 232 232 248

Triple-DES (112,64) 216 232 232 248

Triple-DES (168,64) 216 232 232 248

Skipjack (80,64) 216 232 232 248

AES (128,128) 232 280 256 296

AES (192,128) 232 280 256 296

AES (256,128) 232 280 256 296

Any block cipher (k,n) 2n/4 2n/2 2n/2 23n/4

Any block cipher (k,n) 2n/3 22n/3 2n/3 22n/3

The results of the Table 3 show that the complexity and efficiency of TMD-
PRA-I only depend on the block size instead of the key size. We also present
comparisons between our attacks and BS-TMD attack proposed by Biryukov
et al [2]. The comparison results are listed in the Table 4, 5 and 6.

Table 4. Trade-off attacks on 112-bit key Triple-DES

Attack Data Type Data(D) Time(T) Memory(M) Preprocessing(E)

TMD-PRA-I FKa 216 232 232 248

TMD-PRA-I FK 224 220 230 240

BS-TMD VKb 216 280 256 296

BS-TMD VK 224 264 2112 288

a Denotes the set of ciphertexts which are the results of different plaintexts
encrypted by a block cipher under a fixed key.

b Denotes the set of ciphertexts which are the results of a known plaintext
encrypted by a block cipher under various keys.

Compared with DES, the advantage of our attack becomes more apparent
when applied to Triple-DES with 112-bit key and 168-bit key respectively. The
similar results also can be found in the Table 4 and 6. When the key size is
larger than the block size, the performance of TMD-PRA-I is explicitly superior
to that of BS-TMD. Consequently, it does not make sense to increase the key size
without a corresponding increase of the block size when designing a new block
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Table 5. Trade-off attacks on 128-bit key AES

Attack Data Type Data(D) Time(T) Memory(M) Preprocessing(E)

TMD-PRA-I FK 224 292 258 2104

TMD-PRA-I FK 232 280 256 296

BS-TMD VK 224 292 258 2104

BS-TMD VK 232 280 256 296

Table 6. Trade-off attacks on 192-bit key AES

Attack Data Type Data(D) Time(T) Memory(M) Preprocessing(E)

TMD-PRA-I FK 232 284 254 296

TMD-PRA-I FK 248 260 250 280

BS-TMD VK 232 2120 2100 2160

BS-TMD VK 248 296 296 2144

cipher. However, when the key size is same to the block size, the complexities
of TMD-PRA-I and BS-TMD are identical (Table 5 shows this case). In this
scenario, our preference would be BS-TMD attack, since it can recovery an
encryption key instead of a plaintext. Evaluation results of TMD-PRA-II are
similar to TMD-PRA-I, please see more details in the full version (also including
further discussions and observations).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we attempt to shift the targets of the traditional time-memory-
data trade-off from key recovery to plaintext recovery for block ciphers, thus
proposing a new attack by applying the time-memory-data trade-off to plain-
text recovery attack. Two attack schemes of TMD-PRA-I and TMD-PRA-II
have been constructed and several vigorous properties have been proved. Com-
pared with the traditional time-memory-data trade-offs, new schemes possess
higher success probability and efficiency benefitting from these properties. We
also evaluate the performance of our new schemes by applying them to several
block ciphers, resulting in a better performance than BS-TMD when the key
size is larger than the block size. Consequently, we believe that this target shift-
ing is valuable and it does not make sense to increase the key size without a
corresponding increase of the block size when designing a new block cipher.
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